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Within the framework of the project “Increasing the resilience of forest ecosystems against climate
change in the South Caucasus Countries” through forest transformation” (the Project 1), WWFGermany in partnership with WWF regional office - Caucasus Programme Office (WWF-Caucasus)
and other WWF offices in the South Caucasus countries organized the study tour to Germany in April
14-21, 2013.
Study tour was planned as one of the Project’s activities for staff from the target countries’ relevant
governmental agencies and forestry administrations. The study tour was organised and led by the
governmental entity (German State Forest Service Organization – HESSEN FORST) selected in
Germany.
Detailed Study Tour Programme (Annex II) specified the objectives of the study, the topics and the
types of site which should be included in the agenda, and the duration, numbers of persons and other
logistical matters.

Study Tour Objective
The objective of the study tour was for forestry policy holders and practitioners from the region to
learn how climate change has been addressed in the forestry policy and strategy of an EU member
state and to see at first hand the silvicultural techniques which forest managers in that member state
are using to make forests more resilient to the projected impacts of climate change.
The Project had chosen Germany as the destination country for the study tour: many of Germany’s
federal states had been implementing policies of converting poorly adapted monocultures to more
diverse and more resilient stands for a number of years, and forest managers in Germany - in the state
and private sectors - have a lot of practical experience in forest transformation.

Participants
15 persons participated in the study tour (Annex II): 2 senior staff from each of the countries’ relevant
governmental agencies, 2 staff from each of the countries’ relevant local forestry administrations and 1
member of the WWF Project team from each of the country.
In addition, Regional Project coordinator from WWF-Caucasus participated along with International
Project Leader from WWF-Germany.
In addition to the above mentioned participants the Hessen-Forest provided a person to lead the study
tour (who dealt with logistical matters during it) and one interpreter.

1

The Project is being financed by the European Union (EU) in the framework of the EU’s Thematic Programme on
Environment and Natural Resources including Energy (ENRTP).
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Photo: Study Tour Participants and Hessen Forest Staff – 17 April, 2013, Hessen, Germany
(see study tour photos in Annex III)

Duration and dates
The study tour was scheduled from April 14 to April 21, 2013.
The study tour was planned over 7 days. The first day (Sunday) and the 8th day (Sunday) were planned
as arrival and departure days.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sunday (arrival)
Monday – working day 1
Tuesday – working day 2
Wednesday – working day 3
Thursday – working day 4
Friday – working day 5
Saturday – partly working day 6 (first half of a day – lessons learned and closing meeting /
second half of a day – free time)
8. Sunday – (departure)
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Specific points covered by the study tour programme
•
•
•

Indoor presentation of the German state forest service’s (Hessen Forest) policy on forests and
climate change.
Indoor presentation of a state forest district’s and a communal forest’s strategy for converting
its monoculture forest stands to more resilient, mixed forest stands and the silvicultural
measures which it uses.
Field visits showed different stages in the transformation of various types of monoculture
forest stands into forest stands that were expected to be more resilient to climate change.

The stands that were selected for the field visits included some stands that were as close as is
practically possible to the stands at the pilot sites in the target countries in terms of the silvicultural
measures that applied to them, i.e.:
•
•
•
•
•

Pine (spruce) stands of different ages and qualities
canopy densities in some parts of the stands that were low enough for light demanding
successor species to prosper but in other parts so high that only shade tolerant species were
able to prosper unless canopy density is reduced;
grazing by domestic livestock (respectively game) was preventing the development of natural
regeneration (and prevented establishment by seeding / planting);
the potential for natural regeneration of tree species that were native to the site was very good
in some parts of some of the stands and very poor in other parts;
dense herb layer in some parts of some of the stands and a tall, dense herb and shrub layer in
many parts if livestock/game were excluded.

Field visits were planned so that by the end of the study tour participants saw the following in an
appropriate sequence:
•

monoculture stands before any transformation operations had been carried out (stands possibly
damaged by drought, bark beetle, etc.)

•

stands in which no transformation operations had been carried out yet but which were typical
of stands in which natural transformation has started

•

transformation by introducing shade tolerant species and transformation by introducing shade
intolerant species

•

adequate planting and seeding concepts and methods for forest transformation with native
species

•

transformation: crown thinning in progress

•

if appropriate in terms of season: ground preparation, planting and seeding in progress

•

techniques for controlling competing vegetation

•

techniques of site protection against domestic livestock/game
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•

a nursery or nurseries where participants saw adequate and cost-efficient seedling and seed
production technologies.

Indoor presentations and site visits
15 April, 2013 – Introduction, Hessen Forest, Forest Department Dieburg and Visit to state forest
(FSC certified) in Dieburg
Participants were hosted by the Hessen Forest’s Forest Department in Dieburg were they were
information and presentations on forestry system in Germany and Hessen.
In the second half of the day participants visited state forest (FSC certified) site in Dieburg.
16 April, 2013 – Visit to FSC-certified forests close to Dieburg and Travel into Odenwald and visit of
a privately managed forest
Participants visited FSC-certified forest sites close to Dieburg and privately managed forest site in
Odenwald.
17 April, 2013 – Visit to state kiln (state-owned seed extraction and drying establishment) and nursery
in Hanau-Wolfgang and visit of forest transformation site in Süd-Hess. FA.
Participants visited state kiln (state-owned seed extraction and drying establishment) and nursery in
Hanau-Wolfgang and forest transformation site in Süd-Hess, FA.
18 April, 2013 – Visit to FCS-certified communal forests (community of Kemel, Bad Schwalbach)
Participants visited FCS-certified communal forests in community of Kemel at Bad Schwalbach.
19 April, 2013 – Visit to the site in Hauberge information and site seeing of transformation of coppice
forest (conservation of historic forest use practices)
Participants visited forest site in Hauberge were they were introduced to transformation of coppice
forest practices.
20 April, 2013 - Wrap-up/evaluation
Hessen Forest staff and participants arranged wrap-up/evaluation meeting were main points and
lessons learned were discussed.
It was pointed out that the study tour was of particular importance for the participants from the South
Caucasus. General forestry practices, transformation of forests and financial issues of forestry, as well
as diversified forest ownership were identified as main areas of interest for the participants.
It was highlited that during the study tour all specific tasks were fulfiled, namely: indoor presentation
of the German state forest service’s (Hessen Forest) policy on forests and climate change; indoor
presentation of the state forest district’s and a communal forest’s strategy for converting its
monoculture forest stands to more resilient, mixed forest stands and the silvicultural measures which
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it uses; Field visits showing different stages in the transformation of various types of monoculture
forest stands into forest stands that were expected to be more resilient to climate change.

Main Information on Forestry System in Hesse and Lessons Learned
FORESTS IN HESSE

The State of Hesse is located in the heart of Germany and is one of the 16 states that form the
Federal RepubIic of Germany. Hesse has an агеа of 21.100 km2 а nd 6,0 million inhabitants.
42% of the State's агеа is covered bу forests. In comparison with the other German States,
Hesse has the highest proportion of forests jointly with Rhineland-Palatine. Моге than 200
years ago, the idea of sustainabIe forest management was developed Ьу the Hessian forester
Georg Ludwig Hartig (1764 - 1837). Since then, the idea of sustainability determined forest
management and the forests of today аге the result of sustainable forest management, which
spanned generations.
Forests аге home for а great variety of fauna and flora. At the same time, they аге sources for
raw materials, including energy purposes, workplaces and recreational space.
Моге than half of the forests аге formed Ьу broad-leaved tree species and beech (Fagus
sy/vatica) has а dominating role.
FOREST OWNERSHIP

The State is the biggest forest owner with а proportion of 40. Communal forests, i.e. forest in the
ownership of towns and villages have а proportion of 35 (almost all of these territorial entities
own forest), and 25 of the forests аге privately owned.
The private forest ownership is multifaceted: 50% of the privately owned forests (some 100.000
ha) аге owned Ьу тоге than 60.000 individuals. The other half of the forests is owned bу edium
and large scale private companies, mostly with own forest management structures and ersonnel.
Private and communal forests аге supported bу pubIic promotion programs in order to facilitate
orderly management and investments for safeguarding the multiple functions of the forests for
society and environment.
HESSIAN STATE FOREST АS BASIS FOR SUSTAINABLE FOREST
MANAGEMENT AND NATURE CONSERVATION IN HESSE

Objectives and principles of forest policy and forest legislation аге the basis for sustainability
in forest management. The forest cover has to bе maintained and extended, forest functions
have to bе strengthened and secured and orderly forest management needs to bе promoted and
controlled.
Characteristics of orderly forest management аге in particular:
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о

Longevity and sustainability of forest production,

о

Conservation of forest ecosystems as habitat of the diversity of fauna and
flora bу maintaining healthy, stabIe and diversity forests,

о

Avoidance of large clear cuts,

о

Choice of site-adapted tree species and suitabIe forest reproductive
potential of high genetic variation,

о Site-adapted use of fertilizers for improvement of soil fertility,
о Abandonment of pesticides,
о

Careful tending, utilization, regeneration and transport,

о

Application of operational methods which protect stands and soil,

о

Forest road infrastructure adapted to landscape, forest stands and soil,

о Measures against damage Ьу game and development of а carrying
capacity which is adapted to the sites and regeneration.
STATE FOREST ADMINISTRATION

Highest Forest Authority isthe Ministryof Environment, Energy, Agriculture and Consumer
Protection. Tasks of the Higher Forest Authority аге assumed Ьу the three Provincial
Governments. Lower Forest Authorities аге the Forest Management Units of the State Forest
Enterprise Hessen-Forst. As regards to the sovereign functions, the Hessian State Forest
Administration is а three-tier organization. Related to the management (economic) functions, it
has а two-tier structure.
The foundation of HE5SEN-FOR5T as а state enterprise (SFE) was the outcome of а long and
extensive participatory planning process with the objective of reforming state administration in
the sectors agriculture, forestry, nature conservation, landscaping and regional development.
The reforms were targeting at stronger customer orientation and improved efficiency of pubIic
administration. HES5EN-FOR5T was enacted Ьу law through the Hessian Parliament and сате
into existence in 2001.

The Hessian Ministry of Environment, Energy, Agriculture and Consumer Protection is
responsible for development and supervision of the forest and nature conservation legislation
and the respective regulations.
The Provincial Governments аге responsibIe for the enforcement of these regulations,
supervision of regional and local authorities and regional development projects.
The Districts Authorities аге responsibIe for the implementation of approval procedures for
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conversion and afforestation.
Hessen-Forst State Forest Enterprise (SFE) manages the Hessian state-owned forests, the
National Park Kellerwald-Edersee and, оп а contract basis also forest owned Ьу towns, cities
and private individuals. In close cooperation with the local governments of towns and villages,
the enterprise assumes sovereign functions, for instance in regional development procedures
related to deforestation and/or afforestation.
The SFE has а country-wide field structure and works close to the citizens according to the
principle of "integrated sovereignty". That means, apart from forest management and other
services, the forest management units fulfil tasks deriving from legal regulations.
The 41 Forest Management Units (FMU) cover the entire State агеа. This guarantees persons
competent in nature and forest management пеагЬу citizens, local authorities and other
customers. This "teitorial principle" is ап important requirement for nature-oriented ilviculture.
The average FMU manages 18.000-20.000 ha with 10-12 forest engineer districts.
The соге tasks of Hessen-Forst аге as follows: sustainabIe management of the state forest of
Hesse as well as the management of corporate and private forests оп behalf of their owners
(management is done in accordance to the Agenda 21, the Agenda 2000 af the Еиropеап
Commissian, the National Farest Programme оf Germany and the Forest Act af Hesse:
SustainabIe management of the state forest (342.000 ha) according to economic
principles under special consideration of pubIic benefit and interest.
Advice, support and management of forests of towns and cities (286.000 ha) and
(mostly small-scale) private forests (106.000 ha) according to legal and contractual
basis.
Research and studies оп ecology, forest growth, site conditions, conservation of
genetic resources, health control of forests, landscape conservation and nvironmental
control.
Real estate management.
Training and capacity building for all personnel, environmental education and
pubIic relations work shall increase the awareness of citizens оп the natural sources
of livelihood and relatedness of people with nature.
Fulfilment of tasks, assigned to the SFE bу law and implementation of law to protect
the forest for pubIic benefit (sovereign tasks).
Nature Data management.

FORESTS AND NATURE CONSERVATION

Europe is the only place in the world where red beech (Fagus silvatica) groves grow, and Hesse
is Buchonia, the land of the beeches. Beech trees (German "Buche") сап bе found in all parts of
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Hesse except the Hessian Reedy Marsh. The species characterizes most of the Hessian forest
associations, hence the proportion of 31 , which is the highest in Germany. The term
"Buchonia" which сап bе found in historic maps testifies the dominant role of the species since
living теrritory.
In the European context, the occurrence of beech of this size attributes а special responsibility
for its conservation to the State of Hesse.

FORESTS AS SOURCE FOR RAW MATERIAL

The most important product from Hessian forests is timber. Timber is used in the construction
sector, furniture industries, saw mills, wood-based material industries, paper and packaging
material industries and in handcraft.
The annual increment in Hessian forests is about 9 million mЗ whereas approximately 6 million
mЗ per year аге cut. The average standing volume рег ha is as high as 320 mЗ (according to the
national forest inventory of 2002).
Forest owners еаrn the biggest part of their forest related income from timber sales. After а
long period of timber price increases until 1980, their further development until today has bееn
influenced greatly bу calamities, mainly storms (1984, 1990, 1999/2000, and 2007).
Considering inflation, the trend has bееn negative. The volume of timber from Hessian forests
which is availabIe for the markets increased from 3 million сbm in the 1970s to 6 million сbm
today.
FOREST INVENTORY AND PLANNING

The Institute for Forest Inventory and Planning of Hessen-Forst provides mid-term planning
as аn important steering element for sustainable management of state forests and those of
other forest owners, which аге under management contract with the enterprise. Могеоуег,
inventory and planning is the basis for controlling.
The key tasks of the institute аге:
•

Development of mid-term plans for the forest management units according to the
Hessian
Guidelines for Inventory and Planning (HAFEA)

•

Mapping of sites and safeguarding forest function

•

Concepts for and implementation of random sample inventories

•

Availing data for controlling

•

Advising forest owners оп forest management planning

•

Compilation of forest valuation expertise and forest ecological proofing of evidence
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FORESTS AND WILDLIFE

Hessian forests аге home to five species of "big game": red deer, гое deer, fallow deer, wild
оаг and mufflon sheep. Red deer and wild Ьоаг аге native to German forests and аге natural
part of the ecosystem.
Minor game species аге hare, rabbit, red fox, other small predators and some bird species.
Hunting is strictly regulated in order to regulate the carrying capacity and to maintain the
forests' biodiversity and productivity. There аге тоге than 20.000 licensed and registered
hunters in Hesse. In state forests, hunting is managed under the responsibility of HessenForst's forest management units.
However, most of the fauna is protected and part of the ecosystem management (see Forests
and nature conservation).

FORESTS AND CLIMATE CHANGE : CARBONDIOXID SEQUESTRATION

The Hessian State forest stored 62,3 million tons of сагbоп, of which 37,5 million tons
(60) аге to bе found in the woody biomass. Every уеаг these forests sequester тоге than 2
million tons of СО 2 from the atmosphere, of which:
•

0,5 m tons bу increment ofthe woody biomass,

•

1,5 m tons bу ways of material substitution and

•

0.13 m tons bу substitution of fossil energy resources.

That corresponds to 5 of the annual total emissions in the State of Hesse and to а technical
investment of at least 150 million € annually and avoids economic collateral damages of
appгoximately 680 million €.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Since 1960, the Hessian State Forest Administration has engaged in international
cooperation projects. Hessen-Forst carries this tradition and experiences onwards. In 2004,
international consulting services have been estabIished as а field of business. HessenForst experts сотЫпе the day-to-day practical forest management, forest administration and
extension experience with that gained in international cooperation projects. Experts of
Hessen-Forst have bееn active in morethan 40 countries ofthe world. The development of the
"green wall" in China, the forest organization in Indonesia, Когеа and Paraguay, forest
education and training in Brazil, Chile, Кепуа, Когеа and Laos, and among others, аге
closely related to the advisory services of Hessian foresters. Currently, the focus of activities
is laid оп Eastern Ешоре and (Central, East, Southeast) Asia.
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Graphics and statistical data
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